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Inspire little ones to pray with this Precious MomentsÂ® themed book of prayers.Â  Prayers of

thanks, prayers of praise, prayers for school, for mealtime, for bedtimeâ€•boys and girls are sure to

discover prayers that will become lifetime favorites. Featuring adorable Precious

MomentsÂ characters, this case-bound, padded board book will be a cherished addition to any

childâ€™s library.Â  Children will be drawn to the soft, inviting illustrations, and parents will

appreciate the heartfelt prayers and the scriptures from the International Childrenâ€™s BibleÂ®.Â 

Since 1978, Precious MomentsÂ has grown into an evergreen brand recognized worldwide, with

more than 14.5 million books and Bibles sold through Thomas Nelson.Â 
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Disclosure: I received a copy of this book as a Tommy Nelson Mommy. Thoughts are my own.What

I love about this is that I can use it to teach my child to pray. Each spread in the book features a

prayer for a specific thing. And it helps me teach my child that prayer isn't just for food or sleeping or

for family. Kids can learn that you can also pray for your friends, for school, for animals -- and that it

can be about a lot of things like protection, forgiveness, blessing, help, and more! Plus it helps that

the graphics are so cute!

This Little Book of Prayers is an excellent board book for infants to toddlers. The Precious Moments



illustrations complement the 18 different prayers offered for little ones to grow in their understanding

of God, specific prayer, interacting well with others, and offering daily blessings. The illustrations

feature multicultural children in a variety of settings including: God Knows Me (based on Psalm 139)

with children at a birthday party; Lord, Keep Me Safe (Psalm 36:7) with 3 toddlers in a barrel sail

boat; and A Prayer for the Animals (Job 12:10) which reflects tenderness as children discover the

joy and responsibility of caring for the unique creatures they are discovering.Your precious

individual will love turning the pages herself/himself and learning to talk to their Heavenly Father

about many of life's situations. Children can learn these prayers through repetition or hand motions

as they commit them to memory and treasure them in their hearts. Prayer is a language which

calms the heart and helps children to learn that while our world may not be perfect, they can talk

personally and specifically to Our Creator about anything they face.

I have found that children's prayer books can be excellent resources for teaching children about

prayer. The Precious Moments Little Book of Prayers from Tommy Nelson is one such resource.

Full of prayers that are just right for children, from prayers about animals to forgiveness, the Little

Book of Prayers has some great examples and ideas. We use the prayers in this book as prompts.

We read a prayer, and then I encourage my oldest to think of other things to pray for that relate to

that prayer. I try to help her understand that we can talk to Yeshua (Jesus) about anything, from

itchy mosquito bites to her desire for a puppy.I like that the Little Book of Prayers is a sturdy board

book that my youngest can enjoy too. The prayers are presented through simple rhymes, making

them easy to remember. The classic Precious Moments illustrations remind me of my own

childhood memories, which makes the book all the more of a treasure. From morning until evening

your precious ones will fall in love with this Little Book of Prayers.Disclosure:I received a copy of

Precious Moments Little Book of Prayers through the Tommy Nelson Mommy Program. I was not

asked to write a positive review. All views and opinions expressed are solely and completely my

own. I received no compensation other than a copy of the book featured in this post, which is mine

to keep.

This book is adorable, the pictures are so cute. It has short simple prayers for small children. Gave

this as a baptism gift and the parents loved it. It has thick card board pages so little hands can't rip

the pages. Love this book!

Bought this for a 9 year old and it's very nicely illustrated and prayers are child friendly. Book is



constructed of cardboard pages thus it seemed a bit too baby-like for my niece.

This little book of prayers is Adorable, angelic, and very precious to read....and even to look at! I will

print some of the pictures on future custom cakes!

Great little book for our son to read at bedtime. Nice curling up with him and reading these each

night. Super pleased with this purchase.

Book is exactly as described; "Precious Moments"! One of the nicest and most endearing books for

children that I've ever read!
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